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Question No : 1  

A company wants to deploy VMware NSX for vSphere with no PIM and no IGMP configured in the 

underlying physical network. This company also must ensure that non-ESXi hosts do not receive 

broadcast, unknown unicast or multicast (BUM) traffic.  

Which replication mode should the logical switches be deployed with?  

 

A. Unicast Replication Mode  

 

B. Multicast Replication Mode  

 

C. Hybrid Replication Mode  

 

D. Transport Zone Mode  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 2  

What is the maximum number of Distributed Router Logical Interfaces that can be connected to a Logical 

Switch?  

 

A. 1  

 

B. 2  

 

C. 1200  

 

D. 2000  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 3  

An NSX administrator is examining an error in the Event Console as shown:  
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Which condition would result in this error?  

 

A. The configured MTU size on the physical network is too small.  

 

B. The VTEP IP pool addresses are on the ESXi management network subnet.  

 

C. VLANs are configured on the logical network.  

 

D. A VXLAN segment ID pool is not configured.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 4  

Which two statements are valid regarding vCloud Networking and Security (vCNS) and NSX? (Choose 

two.)  

 

A. Both vCNS and NSX support multiple hypervisor environments.  

 

B. NSX provides support for multiple hypervisor environments, vCNS does not.  

 

C. Both vCNS and NSX support dynamic routing protocols.  

 

D. NSX supports dynamic routing protocols, vCNS does not.  

 

Answer: B,D  
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Question No : 5 

Where is the layer 2 bridge instance deployed when configuring a bridge connection between a logical 

switch and a VLAN?  

 

A. On the ESXi host running the logical router  

 

B. On the ESXi host running the logical switch  

 

C. On both ESXi hosts that make up the layer 2 bridge 

 

D. On each virtual machine that will utilize the layer 2 bridge  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 6  

Which statement correctly defines third-party gateway support in NSX for vSphere and NSX for Multiple 

Hypervisors (NSX-MH) for application workloads that span virtual and physical spaces?  

 

A. Only NSX-MH provides support for hardware based gateways.  

 

B. Only NSX for vSphere provides support for hardware based gateways.  

 

C. Both versions of NSX provide support for hardware based gateways.  

 

D. Neither version of NSX provides support for hardware based gateways at this time.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 7  

A vSphere administrator added a new interface to a Distributed Router with a subnet of 172.16.10.0/24 

and wants to make this subnet reachable to the rest of the network. How can the vSphere administrator 

achieve this?  

 

A. Enable OSPF on the Distributed Router. Configure the uplink interface in the Backbone area and 

redistribute into OSPF the 172.16.10.0/24 subnet.  

 

B. Enable OSPF in the Distributed Router..Configure the uplink interface in the normal area and the new 

interface with the subnet 172.16.10.0/24 in a Backbone area.  

 

C. Enable OSPF on the Distributed Router. Configure the uplink interface in the Backbone area and 

redistribute from OSPF the 172.16.10.0/24 subnet.  
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D. Enable OSPF on the Distributed Router. Configure the uplink interface in the Backbone area and the 

new interface with the subnet 172.16.10.0/24 in a normal area.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 8 

What is the default logging action for rules created on an NSX distributed firewall?  

 

A. Do not log  

 

B. Log  

 

C. Log Critical  

 

D. Log Information  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 9  

What NSX feature allows for integration with any third-party Cloud Management Platforms?  

 

A. NSX Extensibility  

 

B. NSX REST API  

 

C. NSX Edge  

 

D. NSX Controller  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 10  

An administrator needs to verify which port the switch manager is using. Which command should be 

used?  

 

A. show controller-cluster status  

 

B. show controller-cluster core stats  

 

C. show controller-cluster connections  
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D. show controller-cluster logical-switches  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 11 

How is the Bridge Instance chosen?  

 

A. It is chosen based on the ESXi host where the Logical Router Control VM is running.  

 

B. It is manually assigned by the vSphere administrator when the distributed portgroup is configured.  

 

C. During an election process among all ESXi hosts. The host with the highest MAC address is selected.  

 

D. The VTEP configured with the highest VXLAN Network Identifier (VNI) is selected.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 12  

Which characteristic or feature is required for VXLAN traffic to successfully travel across virtual and 

physical networks?  

 

A. Deployment of a three rack design for the compute and network infrastructure support.  

 

B. A repeatable rack design for scalability.  

 

C. Network device support for jumbo frames.  

 

D. Physical VXLAN gateway support in the access layer switches.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 13  

Which statement is true regarding an NSX Edge gateway device configured with a DNS Server?  

 

A. The NSX Edge will forward all DNS requests from virtual machines sent to it to the DNS Server.  

 

B. The NSX Edge configuration will override the DNS Server configured by the NSX Manager.  

 

C. The NSX Edge registers the DNS Server with the NSX Controller.  
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